The two neutrino double beta β − β + → 0 + transition is studied in the PHFB model in conjunction with the pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole plus hexadecapole-hexadecapole effective two-body interaction and the effect of the latter is investigated on the calculation of nuclear transition matrix elements M2ν . The reliability of the intrinsic wave functions of parent and daughter nuclei involved in the
Introduction
The nuclear ββ decay is a rare second order semi-leptonic transition between two even Z-even N isobars A Z X and A Z±2 Y involving strangeness conserving charged weak currents. The ββ decay can be broadly classified into four experimentally distinguishable modes, namely two neutrino double beta (ββ) 2ν decay [1] , neutrinoless double beta (ββ) 0ν decay [2] , single Majoron accompanied neutrinoless double beta (ββφ) 0ν decay [3] and double Majoron accompanied neutrinoless double beta (ββφφ) 0ν decay [4] . The(ββ) 2ν decay conserves the lepton number L exactly and is an allowed process within the standard model of electroweak unification (SM ). In (ββ) 0ν decay, the conservation of lepton number is violated by two units and it is possible in models beyond the SM, namely GUTs (left-right symmetric SO(10), E(6) etc.), R p −conserving as well as violating SUSY models, leptoquark, compositeness and sterile neutrino scenarios. In fact, the experimental observation of (ββ) 0ν decay would immediately imply that neutrinos are Majorana particles and all the present experimental activities are directed towards the observation of this particular decay mode. The (ββφ) 0ν and (ββφφ) 0ν decay modes are possible processes in nine Majoron models as discussed by Bamert and co-workers [5] .
These decay modes can proceed via emission of two electrons (β − β − ), emission of two positrons (β + β + ), electron-positron conversion (εβ + ) and double electron capture (εε). The latter three are energetically competing modes and we refer to them as e + ββ modes. There are 35 β − β − and 34 e + ββ emitters. Further, the transitions in ββ decay modes may be from 0 + → J + states. Presently, the study of β − β − decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition is the most preferable as the other decay rates are suppressed due to kinematic reasons. However, the study of other decay modes will be of importance in distinguishing the role of different mechanisms involved in (ββ) 0ν decay once it is observed. Thus, the experimental as well as theoretical study of nuclear ββ decay is quite wide in scope and has been excellently reviewed over the past years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the present work, we restrict our study to ( [24] and one can extract nuclear transition matrix elements (NTMEs) from the observed half-lives. Using the average half-lives [25] and the phase space factors [14] , the extracted NTMEs M 2ν vary from 0.0152±0.0008 (0.0238±0.0013) to 0.1222±0.0034 (0.1909±0.0053) for g A = 1.25 (1.00) corresponding to 130 Te and 100 Mo respectively. A comparison between the theoretically calculated and experimentally extracted NTMEs provides a crosscheck on the reliability of different nuclear models used for the calculation of NTMEs. It is observed in all cases of (β − β − ) 2ν decay that the NTMEs M 2ν are sufficiently quenched. The calculation of M 2ν requires the knowledge of the β − or (p, n) amplitude for the initial nucleus and the β + or (n, p) amplitude of the final nucleus, which in turn requires a complete set of states of the intermediate nucleus in addition to the initial and final nuclear states. The understanding as well as realization of this quenching mechanism is the main motive of all the theoretical calculations. In solving this problem, different nuclear models and nuclear structure scenarios have been applied. Nuclear models, which are used in the calculation of NTMEs of (β − β − ) 2ν decay, can be broadly classified in to shell model and its variants, quasiparticle random phase approximations (QRPA) and extensions to it and alternative models. The details about these models -their advantages as well as limitations-have been discussed by Suhonen and Civitarese [18] and Faessler and Simkovic [19] .
The (β − β − ) 0ν decay has not been experimentally observed hitherto, and only limits on half-lives of (β − β − ) 0ν decay are available. Klapdor and his collaborators have reported the (β − β − ) 0ν decay of 76 Ge in Heidelberg-Moscow experiment [26] . However, it is felt that the reported result needs independent verification by other experiments [27] . The observed half-life limits permit to extract limits on various effective lepton number violating parameters, namely Majorona neutrino mass, coupling of left and right handed weak currents, mass of right handed heavy neutrino, mass of right handed W-boson, intergeneration Yukawa coupling constants of SUSY models, leptoquark coupling constants, compositeness scale, constraint on sterile neutrinos, Majoron coupling constants, VEP and VLI parameters using the theoretically calculated NTMEs of (β − β − ) 0ν decay. In order to get accurate effective lepton number violating parameters, one has to calculate reliable NTMEs for (β − β − ) 0ν decay. In the absence of experimental data, it is difficult to judge the reliability of wave functions involved in the calculation of NTMEs of (β − β − ) 0ν decay. Usually, the reliability of wave functions is tested by reproducing the experimentally extracted NTMEs M 2ν as both the modes involve same set of initial and final wave functions although the nuclear transition operators are sensitive to different spin-isospin correlations in (
The two main ingredients deciding the structure of nuclei participating in ββ decay are the pairing and deformation degrees of freedom. The crucial role of deformation on NTMEs M 2ν has been predicted in the case of (β − β − ) 2ν decay of 100 Mo and 150 Nd [28, 29] . The existence of an inverse correlation between the GT strength and quadrupole moment has been already shown by Auerbach et al. [30] and Troltenier et al. [31] . The effect of deformation on the distribution of the Gamow-Teller strength and β-decay properties has been studied using a quasiparticle Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA) based on deformed Hartree-Fock (DHF) calculations with Skyrme interactions [32] and in deformed self consistent HF+BCS+QRPA method with Skyrme type interactions [33] . Nácher et al. [34] have presented a novel method of deducing the deformation of N = Z nucleus 76 Sr, based on the comparison of the experimental GT strength distribution B(GT ) from its decay with the results of QRPA calculations. A deformed QRPA formalism, using deformed Woods-Saxon potentials and deformed Skyrme HartreeFock mean fields, was developed to describe simultaneously the energy distributions of the single-β GT strength and the (β − β − ) 2ν decay matrix elements [35] . The deformation effect on the (β − β − ) 2ν decay for ground-state transition of 76 Ge was studied in the framework of the deformed QRPA with separable Gamow-Teller (GT) residual interaction [36] .
In all these calculations mentioned above, the intrinsic basis is used in which angular momentum is not a good quantum number. The Projected Hartree-Fock Bogoliubov (PHFB) model is a convenient choice, in this sense, as an alternative model in which the pairing and deformation degrees of freedom are incorporated on equal footing and the rotational symmetry is restored by projection technique providing wave functions with good angular momentum for the parent and daughter nuclei involved in ββ decay. However, the PHFB model is unable to provide information about the structure of the intermediate odd-odd nuclei in its present version and hence, on the single β decay rates and the distribution of GT strength. In spite of this limitation, the PHFB model, in conjunction with pairing plus quadrupolequadrupole (PQQ ) interaction [37] , has been successfully applied to study the (β ± β ± ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition where it was possible to describe the lowest excited states of the parent and daughter nuclei along with their electromagnetic transition strengths, as well as to reproduce their measured ββ decay rates [38, 39, 40] . In the PHFB model, the role of deformation in reproducing realistic NTMEs M 2ν has also been investigated and it has been observed that there exists an inverse correlation between the latter and the former [38, 39, 40] .
In the present work, we add a hexadecapole-hexadecapole interaction term V (HH) to the standard PQQ interaction to check the stability of our previous results of (β − β − ) 2ν decay with respect to the change in effective two-body interaction. In variation-after-projection (VAP) framework, the pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole plus hexadecapole-hexadecapole (PQQHH ) interaction has been successfully applied to study the yrast spectra of 68−76 Ge, 72−78 Se, 74−82 Kr, 100−108 Zr and 100−108 Mo isotopes [41] . The present paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2, we present the theoretical formalism to calculate the NTME M 2ν in the PHFB model in conjunction with summation method using PQQHH interaction. The expressions to calculate the spectroscopic properties, specifically, the yrast spectra, reduced B(E2:0 transition and the results are presented in the same section. We also examine the effect of deformation on NTMEs M 2ν by varying the strength of QQHH part of the effective two-body interaction in sect. 3. While presenting the theoretically calculated results using PQQHH interaction, we also give our previous results [38, 40] for comparison, which were calculated using PQQ interaction. Finally, we present some concluding remarks in sect. 4.
Theoretical framework
The inverse half-life of the (β − β − ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition [9, 10, 13 ] is given by
where the phase space factor G 2ν can be calculated with good accuracy [10, 14] and the nuclear model dependent NTME M 2ν is written as
with
To evaluate eq. (2), it is required to sum over all the intermediate 1 + N states . However, it is not possible to study the structure of odd-odd nuclei in the present version of the PHFB model. Hence, we carry out the summation over the intermediate states by using the summation method given by Civitarese and Suhonen [43] . Using summation method, the M 2ν is expressed as
where Γ µ is given by
and
When the GT operator commutes with the effective two-body interaction, the eq. (4) can be further simplified to
In the case of pseudo-SU(3) model, the GT operator commutes with the two-body interaction [45, 46, 47] and the energy denominator is a well-defined quantity without any free parameter. It has been evaluated exactly for (β − β − ) 2ν [45, 46] and (εε) 2ν modes [47] in the pseudo-SU(3) scheme. In the present work, we use a Hamiltonian with PQQHH type of effective two-body interaction. The Hamiltonian is explicitly written as
where H sp denotes the single particle Hamiltonian. The pairing part of the effective two-body interaction V (P ) is given by
where α denotes the quantum numbers (nljm) and the stateᾱ is same as α but with the sign of m reversed. The QQ part of the effective interaction V (QQ) is expressed as
where
The HH part of the effective interaction V (HH) is given as
Further, ζis an arbitrary parameter and the final results are obtained by setting ζ= 1. The purpose of introducing it is to study the effect of deformation by varying the strength of effective two-body QQHH interaction.
The model Hamiltonian used in the present work does not commute with the GT operator. Hence, the energy denominator is not a well-defined quantity. However, the violation of isospin symmetry for the QQHH part of our model Hamiltonian is negligible as will be evident from the parameters of the two-body interaction given in sect. 3. Further, the violation of isospin symmetry for the pairing part of the two-body interaction is presumably small. With these assumptions, the NTME M 2ν of (β − β − ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition in the PHFB model in conjunction with the summation method can be obtained as follows.
In the PHFB model, states with good angular momentum J are obtained from the axially symmetric HFB intrinsic state |Φ 0 with K =0 using the standard projection technique [48] given by
where R(Ω) and D J 00 (Ω) are the rotation operator and the rotation matrix respectively. The axially symmetric HFB intrinsic state |Φ 0 can be written as
where the creation operators b † im and b † im are defined as
Finally, one obtains the expression for the NTME M 2ν of (β − β − ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition as [38, 40] 
The π(ν) represents the proton (neutron) of nuclei involved in the (β − β − ) 2ν decay process. The matrices f Z,N and F Z,N (θ) are given by
With the assumption that the difference in single particle energies of protons in the intermediate nucleus and neutrons in the parent nucleus is mainly due to the difference in Coulomb energies, one obtains
where the Coulomb energy difference ∆ C is given by Bohr and Mottelson as [44] .
The numerical calculation of M 2ν for the nuclei involved in the (β − β − ) 2ν decay involves the setup of matrices f Z,N and F Z,N (θ) given by eqs. (21) and (22) at 20 Gaussian quadrature points in the range (0, π) using the results of PHFB calculations, which are summarized by amplitudes (u im , v im ) and expansion coefficients C ij,m . Subsequently, the required NTME is evaluated in a straightforward manner using eq. (18) .
It must be underlined that, in the present context, the use of the summation method goes beyond the closure approximation, because each proton-neutron excitation is weighted depending on its spin-flip or non-spin-flip character. The explicit inclusion of the spin-orbit splitting in the energy denominator, eq. (23), implies that it cannot be factorized out of the sum in eq. (2) . In this sense, employing the summation method in conjunction with the PHFB formalism is richer than what was done in previous application with the pseudo SU(3) model [45, 46] .
Results and discussions
The model space and single particle energies (SPE's) are the same as in our earlier calculation on (β − β − ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition [38, 40] . The relative magnitudes of the parameters of the HH part of the two body interaction are calculated from a relation suggested by Bohr and Mottelson [49] . According to them the approximate magnitude of these constants for isospin T = 0 is given by
for λ = 1, 2, 3, 4 · ·· (25) and the parameters for the T = 1 case are approximately half of their T = 0 counterparts. We take the χ 4 for T = 1 case as exactly half of the T = 0 case. Using b = 1.0032A 1/6 , one obtains
We fix χ 2pn through the experimentally available energy spectra for a given model space, SPE's, G p , G n and χ 2pp . The values of χ 2pn along with the excitation energies E 2 + , E 4 + and E 6 + for all the nuclei of interest are given in table 1. The values of χ 2pn for all the nuclei are comparable to those suggested by Arima on the basis of an empirical analysis of the effective two-body interactions [50] . All these input parameters are kept fixed to calculate other spectroscopic properties. Further, we have performed independent calculations for the parent and daughter nuclei involved in the ββ decay, whose deformations are in general different.
The calculated yrast spectra with PQQ and PQQHH type of effective two body interaction do not differ much, as shown in table 1. Further, the calculated reduced B(E2:0 + → 2 + ) transition probabilities, static quadrupole moments Q(2 + ) and gyromagnetic factors g(2 + ) calculated with both the effective interaction are close to each other. This establishes the stability of our previous results [38, 40] against the change in effective two-body interaction.
For the calculation of (β − β − ) 2ν decay rates, the phase space factors yr −1 and 1.189×10 −16 yr −1 respectively for g A = 1.25 [14] . However, it is more justified to use the nuclear matter value of g A around 1.0 in heavy nuclei. Hence, the experimental M 2ν as well as the theoretical T using the given phase space factors. In all the cases discussed in table 2, it turns out that the NTMEs M 2ν calculated with PQQHH and PQQ effective two-body effective interactions are very close.
To understand the role of deformation on the NTMEs M 2ν , we investigate its variation with respect to the change in strength of the QQHH interaction ζ. The results are presented in fig. 1 . In all cases, it is observed that NTMEs M 2ν remain almost constant as the strength of ζis changed from 0.0 to 0.6 except in case of 94 Zr and 100 Mo isotopes, where M 2ν remains almost constant for the variation of ζfrom 0.0 to 0.8. As ζis further increased up to 1.5, the NTME M 2ν starts decreasing except a few anomalies. The experimental M 2ν is available for (β − β − ) 2ν decay of 96 Zr, 100 Mo, 128,130 Te and 150 Nd isotopes. It is noteworthy that the M 2ν tends to be realistic as ζacquires a physical value around 1.0. This suggest that the deformations of the HFB intrinsic states play an important role in reproducing a realistic M 2ν . Further, it is observed in general that there is an anti-correlation between the NTME M 2ν and the deformation parameter β 2 . Figure 1 : Dependence of M 2ν on the strength of the QQHH interaction ζ.
To quantify the deformation effect on M 2ν , we define a quantity D 2ν as the ratio of M 2ν at zero deformation (ζ= 0) and full deformation (ζ= 1). This ratio of deformation effect D 2ν is given by suggest that the M 2ν is quenched by a factor of approximately 2 to 6.5 in the mass range A = 90 − 150 due to deformation effects. Further, the quenching is of almost same magnitude in the calculation using both type of effective two-body interaction.
Conclusions
To summarize, we employ the PHFB model using PQQHH type of effective two-body interaction to construct the yrast band wave functions of ββ emitters. The overall agreement between the calculated and observed yrast spectra as well as electromagnetic properties of the nuclei suggests that the PHFB wave functions generated by fixing χ 2pn to reproduce the E 2 + are quite reliable. Subsequently, we employ the same wave functions to study the ( 1/2 . The agreement between the theoretically calculated results and experimentally observed data is quite satisfactory. We also examine the effect of deformation on NTMEs M 2ν by varying the strength of QQHH part of the effective two-body interaction. It is noticed that the desired quenching of M 2ν is achieved in the PHFB model through the subtle interplay of pairing and deformation degrees of freedom. Further, the results calculated with PQQ and PQQHH type of effective two-body interactions are quite similar, which underlines the stability of our previous results [38, 40] .
Further, a reasonable agreement between the calculated and observed spectroscopic properties and M 2ν of (β − β − ) 2ν decay for the 0 + → 0 + transition of considered nuclei makes us confident to employ the same PHFB wave functions to study the (β − β − ) 0ν decay of the same nuclei, which will be reported soon.
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